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Abstract

The goal of the PhD is to adapt recent findings in a rival numerical scheme to the TLM (Transmission-Line Matrix)
method. The principle is to model the electromagnetic wave propagated by an antenna without refining the mesh around
the antenna wire. The utmost important criterion for the simulation to produce consistent results is to ensure the continuity
of the discretized current throughout the mesh, and without which the simulation goes absolutely wrong. To further
improve these results, an explicit numerical scheme proved more efficient than an implicit one, the sampling of the
electric field surrounding the antenna needs to be taken away from the wire to avoid the singularity on its axis, and the
computation of the inductance can be empirically modified to match the theoretical spectrum expected from the antenna.

1 Introduction

In a recent article [1] from C. Guiffaut, A. Reineix and B. Pequeux, the problem of the thin wire in the FDTD mesh
as been solved thanks to current continuity considerations. However, the paper doesn’t give a theoretical explanation
about their results, which as been made in [2] by Jean-Pierre Bérenger. The trickiest part to adapt these findings in
the TLM methods comes from the fact that electromagnetic wave propagation in the TLM method are modeled through
Transmission Lines. This is addressed in section 2. Further improvement can be made, in particular using an explicit
numerical scheme (section 3), sampling the electric field further from the wire (section 4.1), and empirically adjusting the
computation of the inductance (section 4.2).

2 Current continuity

As shown in Figure 1a, the Symmetrical Condensed Node used in the TLM method models the propagation of electro-
magnetic waves using Transmission Lines. Therefore, the discretization of the Maxwell-Ampère equation (eq. 1) needs
to take into account that the current moving from one cell to the other can only travel either along a straigh line in the case
the wire crosses a TLM cell on two parallel faces, or at 45◦ when the wire enters by a face and exits by a perpendicular
one (Figure 1b).
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This observation alone produces very consistent results, while when not fullfiled, the simulation gives completely errated
responses from the antenna in the time domain as well as in the frequency domain.

3 Implicit versus explicit numerical scheme

3.1 Implicit numerical scheme

The SCN node used in the TLM method provides the values of both the Electric and Magnetic field at integer times, and at
the center of the node. Therefore, the first idea is to synchronize the wire and the TLM grid, which results on an implicit
formulation: the wire acts on the TLM cells at time n, and conversely the electric field acts on the wire at the same time
which produces a matrix system to solve (eq. 2 and 3).
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(a) The 3D Symmetrical Condensed Node
(SCN).

(b) Enforcement of the ~E field
(c) Comparison implicit vs explicit

Figure 1: SCN node, enforcement of the electric field, and comparison between implicit and explicit schemes.

However, the result is a bit far from the theoretical spectrum that can obtained with the Method Of Moments, which can
be improve with an explicit scheme.

3.2 Explicit numerical scheme

The SCN node, however, allows to rebuild the electric field at each interface along two coordinates at a time, at time
half-integer n+ 1

2 . This observation can be used to set up an explicit scheme, the wire running at half-integer times and
the TLM cells at integer times. The comparison between both implicit and explicit spectrums are provided in Figure 1c.

4 Electric field sampling and inductance computation

4.1 Electric field sampling

Since the media acts on the wire, the sampling of the electric field should be done spontaneously in the cells crossed by
the wire. However, considering 9 cells around the wire in a plane perpendicular to the direction of a field component (Ex,
Ey or Ez), and by sampling only the 4 cells at the corners, the results happen to be much better.

4.2 Inductance computation

The inductance computation as proposed in [1] can be empirically divided by 2.25 to further superimpose the spectrum
to the one retrieved by the Method of Moments. Despite the fact this correction is not justified by the theory, the results
are the best obtained so far.

5 Conclusion

The main discovery in this work is the fact that the TLM cells need to be enforced by the current density either along an
axis or at 45◦. This ensures the charge conservation law is fullfiled.
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